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Beginnings of a Discourse

In Latvia, writing about music, in its published form, extends well back into the
eighteenth century. As both muzikolog‘ija (musicology, encompassing scholarship and

criticism) and mūzikas zinātne (the ‘science of music’, referring explicitly to academic
research), its history constitutes an integral part of the nation’s cultural heritage.1

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, essays on music, primarily in the form of
critical reviews, appeared in such Baltic German periodicals as the Nordisches Archiv
and the Rigisches Theaterblatt. In the second half of the century, they assumed an
important place in the widely read Zeitung für Stadt und Land and the Rigaer Tageblatt.
It was during this latter period that they also appeared, for the first time, in the
Latvian-language press: in Mājas Viesis (The Home-Visitor), Latviešu Avı̄zes (Latvian
Newspaper, whose music critics included the composers Jānis Cimze and Juris
Caunı̄tis), Baltijas Vēstnesis (Baltic Messenger) and Dienas Lapa (The Daily Page, whose
critics included Ādolfs Alunāns and Jānis Straume).

The final decades of the nineteenth century also saw the establishment of Riga’s
first schools of music. The Schule der Tonkunst (Music School) was founded in 1877,
Rı̄gas Mūzikas Skola was established in 1885 and Das Erste Musikinstitut in Riga
(The First Music Institute of Riga) opened its doors in 1864 on the model of the
Dresden Conservatory. At these institutions, music theory was taught alongside
instrumental performance and singing. The most thorough training in music theory
seems to have been provided by Das Erste Musikinstitut in Riga, in whose classroom
a number of distinguished Latvian musicians, among them the brothers Jāzeps and
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Jēkabs Mediņš, received their training. During this period, elementary instruction in
music theory was also provided at the teacher-training seminary schools in the towns
of Valka and Irlava. Among the teachers of theory and composition at the Schule der
Tonkunst was the historian and critic Moritz Rudolph (1843–1992), who also wrote
for the Zeitung für Stadt und Land and produced a number of works of lasting value for
the study of Latvian music history, including Die Rigaer Oper von 1782 bis 1886 (1887)
and the Rigaer Theater- und Tonkünstlerlexikon (1890).

Throughout this period, most of the music-related essays that appeared in the
Latvian-language press focused upon a handful of closely related themes: the
emergence of professional Latvian music-making, Latvian song festivals and questions
regarding the nature and substance of Latvian national identity. This was, of course,
a period of intense interest in the latter topic, when evidence of Latvian national
character was widely sought in folklore and, above all else, folk song. For this reason,
it comes as no surprise to find that the first significant achievements in music study
were accomplished in the field of folk music research. In the 1880s, the composer,
music theorist and publicist Andrējs Jurjāns (also Jurjānu Andrejs; 1856–1922) began
substantial work collecting, studying and writing about folk music. As we would
say today, his was truly a long-term project. His efforts gave rise to the first
scholarly publication of Latvian folk melodies and texts, Latvju tautas mūzikas materiāli
(The Materials of Latvian Folk Music), which appeared in six volumes between 1894 and
1926. This publication left a lasting mark upon the subsequent development of both
professional music-making and folk music research. Indeed, more than 60 years later,
Jurjāns’ study would figure prominently in the ‘new folklore movement’ of the final
quarter of the twentieth century. While intensely engaged in ethnographic work,
Jurjāns was also active as a music critic, and he also completed the first comprehensive
historical surveys of Latvian music and its development.2 Jurjāns’ musicological
endeavors touched upon the whole of Latvia’s musical culture. His approach to his
material was systematic and comprehensive, and his work exhibits real affinities to that
of his contemporaries working in Central Europe. Characterized by methodological
rigor, breadth of vision and a high level of professionalism, his scholarship has
proven to be of lasting value. Jurjāns was the first Latvian musicologist in the true
sense of the word.

Another figure who left an important mark on the history of Latvian musicology
was the author, publicist, journalist and composer Jānis Straume (also Straumes Jānis;
1861–1929). Between 1890 and 1892, Straume published the Baltijas Mūzikas
Kalendārs (Baltic Musical Calendar), the first periodical devoted exclusively to music to
appear in the Latvian language. This publication lay the foundation for later writing
about Latvia’s professional musical culture. Straume’s Calendar featured extensive
essays on the composers Jānis Cimze, Jānis Bētiņš, Kārlis Baumanis and Ernests
Vı̄gners, as well as news about the activities of regional choral societies and music
schools. With his Calendar, Straume truly became the father of writing about Latvian
professional music, and he would continue to produce important studies through
the 1920s. Among his later publications was the first substantial study of Latvian
folk instruments. Another important early publication, Mūzikas Druva (The Musical
Cornfield), appeared only briefly, in 1906, 1908 and 1909. It was edited by Atis
Kauliņs (1867–1944), a graduate of the St. Petersburg Conservatory. The short run
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of this journal, like that of Straume’s Calendar, seems to suggest that Latvian society
was not yet ready, at the turn of the century, to support the regular publication of
a periodical devoted exclusively to music. There was not yet sufficient demand.

Social and Institutional Changes: The Republican Period

By around 1900, the development of Latvian cultural life had given rise to a broad and
rapidly expanding circle of professional composers and performers. These figures
constituted a new musical elite, who enjoyed the support of an audience that was
musically literate and numerically substantial. This situation both signaled and fostered
an increasingly refined sensitivity to music and musical thought within Latvian society.
Under such conditions, it was only natural that a kind of professional musicology
would coalesce, and this indeed took place. But as we have seen, Latvia’s first attempts
at musicological work were tentative and fragmentary, characterized by diverse
intellectual currents and inspired by numerous initiatives and impulses. Moreover,
those engaged in musicological work never attempted to unite their efforts into a
single, comprehensive movement or endeavor. At the end of the nineteenth century
and during the early decades of the twentieth, the field still remained in its infancy.
With the exception of Jurjāns’ Materials, no large-scale projects were attempted. The
central question of musicological inquiry – what can one conclude, objectively
speaking, from the materials at hand – hardly figured in the intellectual discourse of
the period. Perhaps not surprisingly, no attempt was undertaken to find an
institutional home for the discipline. The Latvian Conservatory, founded in 1919, did
not recognize musicology as an autonomous field of research or instruction. This was
also the case at the University of Latvia, also founded in 1919. It cannot be said that
the republic lacked individuals who conducted research on historical and theoretical
topics and were capable of teaching in those areas. Indeed, Latvia had a vibrant
community of figures specializing in traditional music. Yet the idea of musicology as an
academic discipline simply did not exist during this period. Unlike many other
parts of Europe, Latvia had no professional musicological societies dedicated to the
development and advancement of the discipline. This situation seems especially
perplexing when we consider the fact that, during this same period, numerous models
for musicology’s academic institutionalization could be found even in places both
geographically and culturally nearby. Academic chairs in musicology were founded
as early as the 1890s at both the University of Vienna and Prague’s Czech University,
for instance. And the universities of Helsinki, Krakow, Turku and Königsberg, among
others, saw the founding of chairs and the establishment of musicological institutes
during the first three decades of the twentieth century.

Such examples were not followed in Latvia. The case was the same in Estonia and
Lithuania, which leads one to suspect that causes might be found in historical
circumstances and attitudes common to all three Baltic republics, which prevented
them from following Western and Central European models with regard to the
foundation and structure of their systems of higher education. But whatever the causes
might have been, the fact remains that, in contrast to the situation in many European
countries, musicology lacked an institutional base in Latvia as late as the 1920s
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and 1930s.3 As we will see, this situation would have profound implications for the
fate that the discipline would soon meet.

Given its lack of an institutional home and the ad hoc manner in which it had
developed, it is perhaps not surprising that the discipline as a whole produced little
of note during the Republican period of the 1920s and 1930s. This did not mean,
however, that no musicological work was undertaken at all. Indeed, there are a
number of names, works and achievements that deserve our attention. As mentioned
previously, the work of Jānis Straume continued in the 1920s. In 1921, a number of
his essays appeared in the journal Latvju Mūzika under the rubric Materiāli latviešu
mūzikas vēsturei (Materials for a History of Latvian Music). These included articles on
the composers Ernests Vı̄gners, Andrejs Jurjāns, Jāzeps Vı̄tols and Alfrēds Kalniņš.
The following year, Straume published a series of essays in brochure form, collectively
entitled Mūsu mūzikas mākslinieki (Our Musicians).

The central figure in Latvian musicology in the 1930s was Jēkabs Vı̄toliņš (1898–
1977), a historian, prolific essayist and great popularizer of music. Vı̄toliņš graduated
from the Latvian Conservatory’s faculty of Composition and Music Theory in 1924
and later studied at the University of Vienna (1929 and 1931) and at the Sorbonne in
Paris (1936–1937). In 1938, he began teaching at the Latvian Conservatory. In 1930,
he and Roberts Kroders edited an important volume, Latvju skaņu mākslinieku portrejas
(Portraits of Latvian Musicians 1930). Four years later, Vı̄toliņš completed his Mūzikas
vēsture (History of Music n.d.), the first comprehensive history of the art to be published
in the Latvian language. This volume included a significant treatment of Latvian music
– both its history and leading figures – and musical life. Although it is marked by
a number of methodological problems that limit its utility today, Vı̄toliņš’s History
undeniably ranks among the greatest achievements of Latvian musicology of the
Republican period. As it happened, the volume’s treatment of Russian music would
bring its author his first round of troubles with Soviet authorities in later years.

The breadth of topics addressed by Latvian musicologists expanded significantly
during the inter-war years. Those themes that had been treated most widely during
the preceding period – song festivals, questions relating to national identity and works
by contemporary Latvian composers – retained their central place in the literature.
But the breadth of Latvia’s musical life was now reflected much more vividly.
Performances of operas and ballets, musical events taking place in far-flung locales
(in Latgale, for instance), the day-to-day activities of such institutions as the National
Opera and the music schools, and even the use of music in cinema were addressed.
Questions regarding Latvia’s musical history also received much broader treatment.
This was largely the result of a greater level of interest in historical subjects shown
by the popular press, and also of the founding of several new specialist music
periodicals. To be sure, the specialist music press was still quite unstable as a whole,
with several periodicals launched only to cease publication within a handful of years.
Collectively, however, such journals spanned nearly the whole of the period of the
first Latvian Republic: Latvju Mūzika (1921–1922), Mūzikas Nedēļa (The Week in Music
1923–1929), Mūzika (1925–1927) and Mūzikas Apskats (Musical Review 1932–1939).

Throughout these decades, significant research was undertaken in the area of folk
music as well. One year after its founding in 1925, the Archives of Latvian Folklore
(Latvijas folkloras krātuve) recorded 155 phonograph cylinders and pressed numerous
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records. By 1941, the Archives had acquired transcriptions of 16,271 unique works.
The most prolific collector of folk music during this period was Emilis Melngailis
(1874–1954), one of most brilliant, influential and paradoxical personalities in the
history of Latvian music. By 1941, Melngailis had transcribed nearly 4,500 melodies.
Of these, approximately 4,350 were Latvian; the rest were Lithuanian, Russian,
Hebrew, Belorussian, Roma, Estonian and Liv.4 Melngailis wrote extensively about
his collecting efforts in the 1920s and 1930s, and those writings are themselves of
significant musicological interest.

Another notable figure in the area of folk music research was the composer Jēkabs
Graubiņš (1886–1961). In the mid-1930s, Graubiņš published widely on general
characteristics of Latvian folk music, and in particular on the metrical properties of
Latvian folk song. His contributions are characterized by precision and attention
to detail, breadth of focus, and a clear and direct manner of exposition. From 1938
onwards, he lectured on folk music at the Latvian Conservatory. The third
major figure in the sphere of folk music research was the composer Jūlijs Sprog‘is
(1887–1972). In his intellectual development, Sprog‘is was influenced by the Finnish
school of folkloristics. This influence is evident in his Jāņu dziesmu melodijas (St. John’s
Festival Melodies 1941), the first monograph devoted exclusively to a single genre of
Latvian folk music.5

Transformations of the Discipline under Soviet Rule

The consequences of the Soviet invasion and the events of World War II were dramatic
for the whole of Latvian society. In addition to the loss of independence and an untold
number of lives, one of the greatest blows that the nation experienced was the division
of its members into two distinct communities: those who remained in Latvia and
those who emigrated to the West. This cleavage divided every social class and group.
In the early post-war years, members of that community of Latvians residing in the
free world applied themselves with great vigor to the task of carrying on the cultural
work begun during the Republican period. Their efforts bore significant results in
many areas. However, as decades passed and hopes of returning to Latvia dwindled,
the cultural activities and academic work undertaken by members of the émigré
community declined. In contrast, the community of intellectuals who remained in
Latvia suffered great losses during the first years of Soviet rule through the
deportation and marginalization of many formerly leading figures in academic and
cultural life. Moreover, this latter community experienced the full effects of the
Sovietization of culture, which continued even after the cessation of wide-scale
physical repressions in the mid-1950s.

All of these events and processes left deep marks upon Latvia’s musical life.
A great many musicians and scholars of music fled the country.6 Admittedly, one
cannot speak literally of a cleavage within the ranks of professional musicologists,
since, as we have seen, musicology as an institutionalized discipline – and therefore as
a cohesive professional group – did not exist in the independent Republic. But after
World War II, two distinct and parallel traditions of studying and writing about music
took shape. Those musicologists who remained in Latvia would ultimately prove
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more productive, but significant work was also undertaken by émigré scholars. In the
West, the 1960s and 1970s saw the publication of important studies of folk music and
Latvian musical culture more generally. Among these one must note especially
Valentı̄ns Bērzkalns’ Latviešu dziesmu svētku vēsture, 1864–1949 (History of the Latvian
Song Festival 1965) and Latviešu dziesmu svētki trimdā, 1946–1965 (The Latvian Song
Festival in Exile 1968). One must also mention Longı̄ns Apkalns’ Lettische Musik (1977),
which, despite its frequently unbalanced and politically biased treatment of its
material, is distinguished as one of only a handful of major studies of its subject to
appear in a language other than Latvian. Members of the émigré community also
made important contributions to music journalism. But let us return to the
momentous changes that took place within Latvia itself in the aftermath of the Second
World War.

As a barometer of the political climate, it is illuminating to compare the fates
experienced by our three leading inter-war scholars of folk music: Melngailis,
Graubiņš and Sprog‘is. Melngailis was chosen as the favorite son of the Soviet regime.
His folklore collecting expeditions of the 1940s and 1950s and the subsequent
publication of his findings received substantial support from Soviet authorities.
In 1945 Melngailis was awarded the title of People’s Artist of the Latvian SSR.
In return, the authorities received from Melngailis effusive proclamations of loyalty.7

The most academically promising of the three scholars, Jēkabs Graubiņš, experienced
a very different fate. He became one of over 200,000 Latvian residents subjected to
repression. In the spring of 1949, Graubiņš was dismissed from the Conservatory;
in the spring of 1950 he was arrested and sentenced by a troika to exile in Siberia.
Five years later, during the period of the Khrushchev ‘Thaw’, Graubiņš returned to
Latvia and was rehabilitated. In spite of his rehabilitation, however, all doors to
teaching at the Conservatory remained closed to him. Sprog‘is, the third of our
scholars, was not deported. But he was considered ideologically suspect and was
consequently barred from teaching, research and membership in the Composers’
Union.

It was amidst these oppressive conditions that the institutionalization of
musicology finally took place. A faculty of Music History (Mūzikas vēstures nodaļa)
was established at the Latvian Conservatory in 1946, and the circumstances in
which this took place tell their own story. That year, there arrived in Riga a figure
who described himself as ‘one of many soldiers in the battle for the renewal of
musical life’. This was Vladimir Muzalevskiy (1894–1964), who was sent to Latvia by
the Soviet State Bureau for Educational Institutions (Gosudarstvennoye Upravleniye
Uchebnymi Zavedeniyami). Muzalevskiy was charged with organizing a music history
faculty at the Conservatory. He received a chilly reception, but he carried out
his work as assigned. Appointed Conservatory Professor by the Soviet Bureau,
Muzalevskiy set to work. In one of his first public appearances at the institution,
he lectured on ‘The Role of Russian Music in World History’. He delivered this talk,
as he recalled in his memoirs, ‘in order to establish contact’.8

At the beginning, the Faculty of Music History had three members: Muzalevskiy,
Lija Krasinska and Jēkabs Vı̄toliņš. A few years later they were joined by Nilss
Grı̄nfelds. All of these figures played leading roles in the process of establishing
the discipline’s institutionalized credentials. Together, they would determine the
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character of musicological study during this decisive phase in its development. They
were profoundly influential throughout the Soviet period, and their influence is still
felt today.

Muzalevskiy’s mandate was clear. He was to lay the institutional foundations for
the discipline, to assure its ideological correctness, to appoint trustworthy individuals
to its faculty, to make sure that the traditions and cultural values of the independent
Republic were not carried over into the post-war era, and to orient Latvian
musicology around the study of Russian music and culture. He was the founding
chair of the fledgling faculty. In 1948 he was named vice-rector and, if his memoirs
are to be trusted, he fulfilled, for a time, the rector’s duties as well. He returned to
Russia in 1956.

Lija Krasinska (b. 1911) graduated from the Latvian Conservatory in 1933,
having studied composition and theory with Jāzeps Vı̄tols and piano with Annija
Sokolovska. Between 1934 and 1945, she taught in a number of cities within the
USSR. She returned to Latvia after the war and was appointed to the
Conservatory’s faculty in 1945; ultimately, she was named Conservatory
Professor. Krasinska was known for her erudition in the area of Russian music
and her talents as a lecturer. She remained an active member of the Conservatory’s
faculty through the mid-1990s. Almost every prominent Latvian musicologist, and
many composers as well, studied with her or attended her lectures. Even today, she
remains, for many, a figure of utmost authority, widely remembered with gratitude
and warm feelings. Her contributions to research on the history of Latvian music
were substantial.

The composer, pianist and historian Nilss Grı̄nfelds (1907–1986) graduated
from the Moscow Conservatory in 1931 after studying with the pianist Aleksandr
Gedike. After that, he found work in Moscow as a concertmaster and director at
All-Union Radio. During World War II, Grı̄nfelds was a member of the Latvian SSR
State Art Ensemble in the city of Ivanov. In 1945, he was named Distinguished
Artist of the Latvian SSR. After the war, he became an active member of the
Composers’ Union and a member of the Latvian SSR Philharmonic. He taught
at the Conservatory from 1949 until 1986, and served for many years as
professor and head of the faculty of music history. He also served as vice-rector.
I myself never had close contact with Grı̄nfelds, but I did engage in some
communications with him that I recall as generally pleasant. He was erudite
and personable, yet he left little in the way of books or essays that can be
considered of lasting value. As a whole, Grı̄nfelds’ work was characterized by
a strongly ideological bent.

Jēkabs Vı̄toliņš, as we have already seen, began work at the Conservatory in
1938 – that is, before the Soviet invasion and the outbreak of the Second World
War. In 1946, he was appointed to the Conservatory’s newly founded historical
faculty. He was named head of the faculty in 1957 and retained that position until
1962, when he was demoted amidst a scandal that erupted in 1960 in connection
with a volume, edited by Vı̄toliņš, of writings by the composer and critic Jānis
Zālı̄tis (1884–1943). In that volume there appeared a ‘grave ideological error’:
some sort of rhetorical cliche about ‘the new order’ in Europe that appeared in
one of Zālı̄tis’ essays written during the years of German occupation (1941–1945).
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As soon as the offensive text was discovered, the volume was removed from
circulation. This mishap determined Vı̄toliņš’ subsequent fate as chair of the faculty
and as Conservatory Professor. He was summarily dismissed, and he never returned
to the institution. With Vı̄toliņš’ departure, the Conservatory’s faculty lost the only
remaining historical musicologist who had been active during the Republican period
and whose thinking had been shaped by the academic traditions of Western Europe.
It also lost the period’s foremost authority on Latvian folk music and music history.
After 1962, Vı̄toliņš would never again exert an influence upon the development of
Latvian musicology through the training of younger scholars. He would never again
be able to instill within them his attitudes and values, to introduce them to his
approach to research, to lecture on his work, or to direct dissertations. Thereafter,
his educational influence was limited to directing folklore research during the
summers and to contributing, in an informal capacity, to the work of the
Composers’ Union.9

In summary, one can identify three essential features of the discipline’s
institutionalization. (1) The institutionalization of musicology as an academic
discipline occurred quite late in Latvia. (2) The latter occurred according to an
Eastern European, indeed Soviet, model. Unlike in Western and Central Europe
(including Finland), where musicological faculties were established within research
universities, the Latvian discipline found its institutional home at the Conservatory
– an arrangement common throughout the USSR and in many of its satellite states.
(3) During the process of its institutionalization and the laying of its methodological
and ideological foundations, Latvian musicology was understood as a local branch of
Soviet musicology. This situation must not be regarded as merely another example
of the broad-based process of Sovietization experienced by all inhabitants of the
republic. It also testifies to the general weakness of Latvian musicology during
Latvia’s first period of independence. If musicology had found institutional security
during the Republican period and if Latvian musicologists had established a pattern
of steady and productive work, it is doubtful that the Sovietization of the discipline
would have been so comprehensive and absolute. By the time of the Soviet invasion,
the discipline would have already produced well-qualified scholars and established a
solid tradition of scholarship and training that could not have been so easily
dismantled. When the Soviets arrived, they would not have found this niche in
Latvia’s academic life almost entirely unfilled. (Of course, one might counter this
assertion by arguing that the regime was certainly capable of emptying out any
previously filled niche that they encountered.) With regard to the question of
establishing an academic home for the discipline at the Conservatory rather than at
the University, it is clear that, under the conditions that prevailed following the
Second World War, any possibility that might have once existed to found a
musicological faculty at the University were dashed. The Soviet regime powerfully
projected its own schemas upon the educational system of the ‘new republic’. After
1946, Latvian musicology evolved in complete isolation from musicological
scholarship as it was practiced outside the USSR. The difficulties that the discipline
has experienced in the wake of the transformations of the 1980s and 1990s are a
direct consequence of this situation. Indeed, the discipline is still a long way from
overcoming those difficulties.
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Musicological Scholarship in the Soviet Period

What, then, was official thinking about musicology’s disciplinary identity and mission
during the 1950s and 1960s? We find these pithy lines in a book entitled Jāzepa Vı̄tols
Latvijas Valsts Konservatorija 1940–1965 (The Jāzeps Vı̄tols Latvian State Conservatory
1965):

Academic music study [mūzikas zinātne] addresses problems of a theoretical nature.
Musicology [muzikolog‘ija], which encompasses an array of specialized historical
and theoretical disciplines, considers music’s historical development, the
evolution of musical styles, and the musical characteristics of individual works,
and it elucidates these in light of the philosophical and aesthetic principles of
Marxism–Leninism. During the period of building Communism, the role of art
and culture in society and daily life accelerates rapidly, and musicology must
assume responsibility for the aesthetic education of the nation and for
propagandistic work in the musical sphere. In Riga and Liepaja, in Ludza and
Valmiera, in Cēsis and Tukums – everywhere, listeners want to hear not only
music itself but also inspiring lectures about music, which elucidate the content of
individual compositions, shed light upon composers’ lives, and help the listener to
understand music’s beauty and its role in our lives. To satisfy these demands,
we need musicians and musicologists of broad purview and well-grounded
education, who understand well the literature of music and its history, and who
are armed with substantial theoretical knowledge. Such musicians are trained by
the Faculties of Music History and Music Theory. (p. 26)

Two features of this passage merit our attention: (1) musicology’s necessary
foundation in Marxist–Leninist ideology; and (2) the identification of the
musicologist’s mission as the ‘aesthetic education of the nation’, which requires the
scholar to direct his or her work toward a lay audience. Indeed, when viewed through
the prism of Soviet ideology, these features were two sides of the same coin.

During the years of Soviet rule, musicology was granted a license to be
tendentious, to sacrifice facts on the altar of ideology, to select its objects of study –
themes, personalities, genres, and repertoires – based upon ideological and political
criteria, to slander those deemed ideologically untrustworthy, and to pass over
important facts in silence. Indeed, such things were not only permitted but
demanded, especially in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. Examples are abundant in
Latvian musicological writings published during those decades. This does not mean,
however, that one cannot also find examples of healthy empiricism and honest
scholarship, of promising initiative and brilliant revelations. But far more frequently
one encounters rational arguments and fact-based, logical judgments intermixed, in
a grotesque muddle, with ideological interpretation.

In some cases, it is easy enough to separate this layer of ideology – demanded as
the political cost of doing business – from the scholarly content of a book or essay.
And in the 1970s and 1980s, a distinct tendency toward liberalization is notable
in much Soviet scholarship. During those decades, the demand for ideological
interpretation became something of a formality – a situation felt especially in major
academic centers such as Moscow and Leningrad. So long as they focused their
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attention upon ideologically acceptable themes, scholars felt relatively free to carry
out their work as they saw fit. This sort of separation of historical scholarship from
ideological interpretation is evident in Vı̄toliņš and Krasinska’s Latviešu mūzikas vēsture
(History of Latvian Music 1972). Of course, one must note that such separation was,
in the latter case, enabled to some extent by the content of the book, which addressed
only the relatively distant past, the seventeenth century through 1917. The closer one
came to the present day, the more difficult it was to separate these elements.

In any case, in the 1970s and 1980s a certain amount of space did indeed open up
in which Soviet musicologists were able to bypass official ideology. Often, it was
possible to confine the obligatory citations from Marxist–Leninist literature to one’s
introduction, or even to dispense with them altogether. In their better works, Latvian
musicologists took full advantage of this situation. One would search in vain for
ideological interpretation within the essential content of such studies as Ludvigs
Kārkliņš’ Garmoniya Myaskovskogo (Myaskovsky’s Harmonic Language 1971) or Arnolds
Klotiņš’ Alfrēds Kalniņš. Komponista dzı̄ve un darbs (Alfrēds Kalniņš: The Composer’s Life and
Work 1979). The same holds true for the more distinguished works of the 1980s.
These include Vizbulı̄te Bērziņa’s Tautas muzikālā atmoda latviešu publicistu skatı̄jumā
(Musical Awakening of the Nation: A View from the Latvian Press 1983); Jānis Torgāns’
pedagogical volume, Mūzika šodien. Apraksti par XX gadsimta mūziku (Music Today: Essays
on Twentieth-Century Music 1983); Ilma Graudziņa’s Tūkstoš mēlēm ērg‘eles spēlē (A Thousand
Languages of Organ Playing 1987); and Ingrı̄da Zemzare’s Paula Dambja spēles (The Plays of
Pauls Dambis 1989), a study residing at the crossroads of musicology and literary
criticism.

During the 1980s, Latvian musicology gradually came unbound from Soviet
ideology. Yet there remained significant problems of other sorts, many of which
remain unacknowledged or ignored in Latvia, even in the present day. As early as
1982, the émigré scholar Joachim Braun called attention to some of these problems in
a seminal essay entitled ‘Some Preliminary Considerations on the Present State of
Baltic Musicology’ (Braun 1982; reprinted in Braun 2002). Braun’s assertions were
hardly flattering to Latvian musicology. He observed that there still existed significant
aspects of Latvia’s musical history and culture that remained wholly untouched by
scholars, and he asserted that the level of scholarship produced by Latvian
musicologists, when compared to that of their Western counterparts, was, for the
most part, mediocre. Braun’s critique focused upon the following points. First, no
attempt had been made, by 1982, to employ computational analysis in the study of
traditional music. Second, no attempt had been made to bridge the gap between
ethnographical and historical approaches to music study. Third, no scholar had yet
attempted to bring interdisciplinary perspectives to bear upon the study of music
history. Fourth, a significant body of primary source materials, housed in Latvian
libraries and archives, remained unacknowledged and unstudied by historians. More
generally, Braun observed that no significant attempts had been made to study music-
making from a sociological perspective, or to evaluate critically essential aspects of
Latvia’s post-war musical culture.

A quarter-century has now passed since Braun published these observations. Yet
his critique has lost none of its urgency. Indeed, his observations might apply just as
well to the present-day musicological discourse as they did to the academic scene of
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the 1980s. But before looking more closely at the contemporary situation and
enumerating its discontents, it is important that we acknowledge those scholars who
indeed held themselves to high standards in the 1970s and 1980s. These include, in
the area of Latvian music history, Oļg‘erts Grāvı̄tis, Vizbulı̄te Bērziņa, Arnolds Klotiņš,
Ingrı̄da Zemzare; in the field of music analysis, Jeļena Ļebedeva; in analysis, pedagogy
and history, Ilma Graudziņa; in the area of Western European music history, Jānis
Torgāns and Vita Lindenberga; in counterpoint, Georgs Pelēcis; and in harmony
and pedagogy, Ludvigs Kārkliņš.10 Each of these scholars – and many others as well –
have made important contributions to Latvian musicology, without which the
discipline as a whole would have been far poorer. Joachim Braun also occupies an
important place in this history.

Concluding Thoughts

In the years that have followed the restoration of Latvia’s independence, the problems
facing the discipline of musicology have only become more acute. First among them
has been the dramatic worsening of the financial situation, which has compelled many
musicologists to seek work in other fields. With this, the number of students pursuing
musicological studies has dwindled. The discipline has lost its only periodical, Latviešu
mūzika, whose final, 19th volume appeared in 1990. By the middle of the 1990s, the
annual conferences of Baltic musicologists had become intellectually insipid and
attendance had plummeted. Indeed, well-founded questions have been raised about
the value of continuing to hold those conferences at all. Looking ahead to the future
of our discipline, it is difficult to envision anything other than a continuation of the
situation that prevails today: a field populated by a small number of scholars working
in isolation and estrangement from each other and from the broader European
academic community. The present state of musicology in Latvia can be summarized
as follows:11

1. Despite some significant attempts to develop contacts with scholars in other
countries during the 1980s and early 1990s, Latvian musicologists’ interactions
with their international colleagues have now shriveled to a minimum. No
significant attempts have been made to engage in cooperative projects or
research with Western scholars. At the same time, ties to the historical
‘mother’ discipline of Russian musicology have eroded.

2. Interdisciplinary approaches to scholarship have hardly been broached. The
interchange of ideas and approaches with such disciplines as sociology and
anthropology, which is indispensable for musicological research today, has not
occurred in Latvia. Such approaches are neither taught nor adopted by
musicologists. The fact that music-making is a phenomenon of significant
sociological interest is rarely acknowledged. One of only a handful of studies to
consider a musical topic from a sociological perspective, Dziesmu svētki mainı̄gā
sociālā vidē (The Song Festival in a Changing Social Milieu 2003), can be read online
at http://www.km.gov.lv/UI/Main.asp?id¼13655. It is telling, however, that
none of its authors is a musicologist; the study is a cooperative effort of
sociologists and social anthropologists.
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3. The country’s sole program of musicological study, at the Jāzeps Vı̄tols Latvian
Academy of Music (formerly the Latvian Conservatory), treats neither popular
music nor jazz in a serious manner, and it provides no consideration of
anthropological or sociological approaches to music research. Moreover,
ethnomusicology still lacks institutional status as an independent discipline and
a formal program of study. As a consequence, traditional and popular musics
are marginalized as subjects of study and research. Thus Latvian musicology,
as an institutionalized discipline, cannot be said to encompass the entire field of
music as it exists in our culture and society. Rather, it remains focused upon
only one of music’s many branches: professional music in the Western classical
tradition.

4. Today, the discipline remains isolated academically within a single institution of
higher learning: the Academy of Music. This has significant implications not
only for musicology but also for Latvia’s system of higher education as a whole.
Music study and the acquisition of musicological knowledge are indispensable
not only for musicologists but also for students in many disciplines represented
in Latvia’s universities, including sociology, anthropology and various fields of
pedagogy. Yet the institutional divide between the Academy of Music and
Latvia’s universities can be bridged only with difficulty. (This situation is
a direct result of the narrow conception of music-making that still prevails in
Latvian scholarship.)

Surely, the situation the discipline faces will hardly improve without a systematic
attempt to address these problems. Only if this is undertaken can we hope to see
Latvian musicology develop into a discipline in tune with the intellectual currents of
present-day Europe and Latvia’s contemporary cultural life.
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Notes

1 The word musicology is an English translation of the German term Musikwissenschaft,
which was first widely used during the period of the discipline’s founding and
academic institutionalization in the final third of the nineteenth century.
In contrast to English, modern Latvian has two distinct terms to connote what
is widely understood by the German Musikwissenschaft: muzikolog‘ija and mūzikas
zinātne. According to oral testimony from the musicologist Arnolds Klotiņš, the
term muzikolog‘ija was introduced into the lexicon in the late 1950s by the historian
Nilss Grı̄nfelds, who hoped to replace the older term mūzikas zinātne (literally the
‘science of music’) with one derived from the English musicology and the French
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musicologie. Today, the word muzikolog‘ija is generally preferred, though mūzikas
zinātne is still encountered. In general, muzikolog‘ija tends to denote a broader field
of discourse than mūzikas zinātne. While the latter refers to academic research
specifically, the former includes scholarship as well as criticism and other forms of
writing about music.

2 For a selection of Jūrjans’ critical writings, see Jūrjans (1980, pp. 51–91,
126–35). For Jurjāns’ surveys of Latvian musical life, see the unpublished
manuscripts ‘Latviešu tautas mūzikas literatūra no viņas sākuma lı̄dz 1891. gadam’
(‘The Literature on Latvian Folk Music from Its Beginnings through 1891’ 1891)
and ‘Kritisks pārskats par latvju jaunāko mūzikas literatūru’ (‘A Critical Survey of
the Latest Latvian Musical Literature’ 1895); both are preserved in the archives of
Latvijas folkloras krātuve (Riga), file Bb 43.

3 It should be noted that historical and theoretical subjects were indeed taught at the
Latvian Conservatory in the 1920s and 1930s, but they were taught by composers
rather than musicologists. The Conservatory did have a faculty of composition and
music theory. But although graduates of this faculty were called theorists, the label
did not mean the same thing in Latvia as it did in Central and Western Europe.
In Latvia, ‘theorists’ were individuals who exhibited competence in music analysis
and theory, but who lacked the aptitude for composition. They attended courses in
composition and acquired their theoretical training in that environment rather
than in courses and seminars dedicated specifically to analytical and theoretical
inquiry. Music theory was, in itself, not regarded as an independent field of
research or instruction.

4 Melngailis began his work as a collector of folk songs in 1899, when he transcribed
120 Hebrew melodies in the Lithuanian village of Ķēdaine. He worked most
actively in this field in the 1920s and 1930s, and was able to expand his collection
further in 1941, under the Soviet regime. A relatively small collection of Turkmen
and Uzbek music, transcribed by Melngailis between 1906 and 1920, was lost
upon his return to Latvia after a period of residence in Tashkent. Though lost, this
collection constituted the first significant work undertaken by a Latvian scholar on
non-European musics.

5 Sprog‘is’ second book, Senie mūzikas instrumenti un darba un godu dziesmu
melodijas Latvijā (Ancient Musical Instruments and Work- and Honor-Song Melodies in
Latvia 1943) only made it to galley-proofs. Its planned publication was canceled by
the regime.

6 Joachim Braun has estimated that between 1945 and 1982 approximately 70%
of scholarship on Baltic music was undertaken by Baltic residents, with the rest
undertaken by émigré scholars residing in Western Europe, North America and
Australia (Braun 1982, pp. 41–2; reprinted in Braun 2002, p. 240).

7 It is difficult to assess the degree to which Melngailis assumed the position he did
as a strategy of self-preservation, to what extent his actions reflected his bitterness
regarding the professional setbacks he had experienced in the independent
Republic, and to what extent he truly sympathized with the new regime which
repressed some of Melngailis’ relatives. It is also important to understand that
if Melngailis had resisted the regime’s overtures, he too would have been
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repressed, his work would have remained unpublished, and his collections would
most likely have been ignored or even destroyed.

8 See Muzalevskiy (1969, pp. 171–200).
9 Until his death in 1977, Vı̄toliņš remained a central figure in Latvian folk music

research. Beginning in 1946, he worked as a researcher at the Archives of Latvian
Folklore (called, during the Soviet period, the Folklore Section of the Institute of
Language and Literature at the Academy of Sciences) alongside his Conservatory
appointment. After his dismissal from the Conservatory in 1962, the Archives
became his primary place of employment. Vı̄toliņš’ work touched upon many
facets of Latvian folk music, including aspects of rhythmic, melodic and
polyphonic structures; formal and genre characteristics; and the relationship
between texts and melodies (see Vı̄toliņš 1959, 1960; Vı̄toliņš & Krasinska 1972).
Another important facet of Vı̄toliņš’ work is the published corpus of folk
musics collected by him over the course of his life. The latter was published
in the series Latviešu tautas mūzika (Latvian Folk Music 1958–1986), which remains
the most significant body of traditional Latvian music published to date. After
Vı̄toliņš was fired from the Conservatory, a substantial tradition of folk music
study withered at the institution. With his death, an important line of scholarly
work came to a halt.

10 Kārkliņš also contributed in important ways to the development of Latvian
music terminology. As the leading scholar of twentieth-century Latvian
symphonic music, Kārkliņš’ books include Jāņa Ivanova simfonisms ( Jānis Ivanovs’
Symphonic Language 1978) and Simfoniskā mūzika Latvijā. Simfoniskie orķestri,
dirig‘enti, mūzika, kalusı̄tāji laikabiedru skatı̄jumā (Symphonic Music in Latvia:
Symphony Orchestras, Conductors, Music, and Listeners from the Perspective of
Contemporaries 1990).

11 Alongside this enumeration of problems, one must note that valuable works of
scholarship have indeed been published in recent years. A partial list of books
treating themes and subjects that were either marginally addressed or not
considered at all by Latvian musicologists in earlier decades would include
Zemzare (1994), Lindenberga et al. (1997), and Gailı̄te (2003).
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